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aus verschiedenen Fanbases

Von Nekotakuchan

Kapitel 2: Avengers- Chatroom

Avengers Chatroom 1

Tony has started a chatroom

(y/n) has logged on

Bruce was added

(y/n): Tell us Brucie

Tony: Yes tell us pls

Bruce: You really think I'm going to text it if I don't want to tell you?

Tony: People feel always strong online

(y/n): Yup

Clint has logged on

Natasha has logged on

Thor has logged on

Clint: What's up

Natasha has changed her name to Tash

Tash: Thanks Stark...

Thor: HOW DID YOU KNOW THAT

(y/n): He's the only Admin and Thor cap lock
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Clint: What exactly were you babbling about?

Tony: Bruce is a Nutcase and thinks he can't talk with his friends about this thing

(y/n): Anthony Stark did you just said nutcase

(y/n): You wouldn't even get a "Language!" from Stevie for that

Tash: Can you finally tell us what you're talking about?!

Thor: I'd like to know as well

Clint: We want to know the truth

Bruce: Is that what Loki sounded like when he wanted to know if he was adopted?

Tony: Do you want to tell them
(y/n)?

(y/n): We were talking about boobs

Clint: Lol

Tony: No we're serious

(y/n): Really! When Ultron crashed our party Bruce fell in Tashas boobies! With his
face! It was like in an anime!

Tony: He doesn't want to tell us what they felt like!

Steve has logged in

Steve: What do you think you're texting about?

Clint: You say Boobs and Cap shows up how convenient

Tash:...

Thor: Lmao

Steve: Hill is reading my texts

Tash: Soft I guess... didn't wore a push-up on that day

Tony: *fistbump*

(y/n): *returns fistbump* you should see how red Bruce is

Bruce: I am not
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Tony: Yes you are

Tony sent a message to (y/n)

Steve: What are you up to

Clint: Prepare for trouble

Tash: Make it double

Thor: Lol

Tony: Turn up louder. How do you like me now? How do you like me now?

(y/n): Hey where'd you get that body from? Where'd you get that body from?

Thor: What...

Clint: Pls no

Tony: I got it from my Daddy I got from my Daddy I got from my Dadadadad!

Steve: Howard wasn't as muscular as Tony is

Clint: Ohhhhh

Tash: Big reveal

Tony: That makes me feel soooo uncomfortable

Steve: Oh I didn't meant it that way

Thor: Yes we know

Tash: Of course you didn't

(y/n): Damn and I thought Brucie was our Playboy

Steve: No it's not like that

(y/n): Of course not

Bruce: If you don't know it that well then why are you standing in front of the door to
visit Tony

Steve: Damnit no!

(y/n): *Fist Bump*
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Bruce: *returns Fistbump*

Tony: Fuck

Clint: Sry Tasha

Thor: Clint lifted Agent Romanoff up Bridalstyle she smacked him and his face made a
craaanmch sound

Tony: Steve are you at the lift?

Steve: Yes?

(y/n): *video* What's this supposed to mean Ton... Mmmmmpf

Clint: Damn dat Playboy sorry Bruce Steve clearly gets the Award it was a bet Tasha
ok?

Steve: Help

Tony: you get one too (y/n) was a bet Steve sweared so this happened

(y/n): I hate you but I'm back for more

Clint: Dat bridge

Bruce: Though I'm broken inside tied up in your lies

(y/n): I know this boy is crazy I bet your daddy don't know you do that

Tony: Yeah I'm a Heartbreaker I bet my daddy don't know I do that

Bruce: My mama told me there'd be boys like you

Loki has logged in

Bruce: *voicememo* My Window! What do you want Loki?! Stay away from my girl
Stark and bye the way I came to party

(y/n): I came to party

Loki: Hands up girl gimme dat body

Tash: Your girl?

Clint: I thought there was something between Stark (or maybe Banner) and (y/n) since
they kissed
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Loki: They've what

(y/n): Loks no!

Bruce sent a picture

Thor: Loki what have you done

(y/n): I can't believe that my boyfriend just kissed my brother

Tash: *Brotherzoned*

Clint: *whiped*

Thor: So it's actually a thing between you two tell me everything about Loki that is
somehow a secret

Bruce: Thor stop shaking (y/n) oh wait Loki took her on his lap Tonys turning music on
come over guys

Thor: I flew btw to them

Clint: Couldn't imagine that

Tony: I'm so shocked I thought I had chances of getting (y/n) now she Brotherzoned
me

Steve: Hah more like Genius, Billionaire, Brother, Philanthropist

(y/n): I should know they are no good for me

Loki: Cause you're hot

(y/n): Then you're cold

Loki: You're Yes

(y/n): then you're no

Loki: You're in

(y/n): then you're out

Clint: Why?

Loki: You're up then

(y/n): then you're down
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Loki: You're wrong

(y/n): when it's right

Loki: It's black

(y/n): and it's white

Clint: ENOUGH

Tash: Let us in we're there

Loki changed his name to Frostiron

Frostiron: Why?

Thor: We have proof

Steve has changed his name to Stony

Tash: Who's Admin?

(y/n): I'm moderator and the science bros are Admins

Clint: Two at once doesn't that hurt Tony?

Tony: Shut up! (y/n) and Loki are making out on my couch

Clint: Let us in or we'll take the window too

James has logged on

Steve: Buck?

(y/n) sent a message to James

James has changed his name to Frozenwinter

(y/n): How ya doing bae?

Frozenwinter: Quite good I just wanted to ask if I should come and grab the keys since
you're moving to Loki for a few weeks

(y/n): I'm with the team

Frozenwinter: Later K?

Frozenwinter has logged out
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Tash: It scares me how well Bucky can use his phone compared to Steve

Nick Fury has logged in

Tash: 'sup boss?

Nick Fury: Where the fuck is Barton he sent me a pic of Stark and Loki kissing

Clint has logged out

Nick Fury: He ate all my fuckin' Donuts too

Tony: Run Forest run

Frostiron: Well said soon-to-be brother in Law

Frostiron has logged out
(y/n) has logged out

Tash: Forever in the Brotherzone

Tash has logged out

Bruce has logged out

Tony has logged out

Thor has logged out

Nick Fury has logged out

Chatroom was closed
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